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Introduction

After more than 40 years of 
creating the right environmental 
conditions for poultry 
producers, Hydor can boast 
a thing or two on ventilation 
systems and design.

Whatever the application; hatcheries, pullets, free range 
eggs, barn eggs, battery hens or the broiler industry with 
intense and free range housing, Hydor will evaluate and 
develop the most effective solution for your project.

As ventilation requirements change with time of day, 
season, temperatures, humidity, wind, animal age and 
density, Hydor’s flexibility in matching client requirements 
enable poultry producers to enhance animal welfare, 
growth and feed conversion.
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Ventilation comes in various forms, the conventional 
powered systems with fans mounted in the roof and 
drawing air from the sides of the building, or the reverse-
flow systems with fans mounted in the side-wall and 
inlets in the roof. Houses can be ventilated longitudinally 
with tunnel ventilation, with fans and inlets in the 
opposite end walls, the air being drawn along the house. 
Narrow houses can be cross ventilated with fans and 
inlets on opposite sides of the house. Houses can also 
be naturally ventilated or a combination of natural and 
powered ventilation. 

The poultry industry is very much driven by costs and 
efficiency of growth and production, particularly with 
energy and feed prices being so high. The environment 
of the stock has a significant impact on this equation and 
can influence the levels of profitability. 

The environments raw materials are as follows: -

1. Air Quality.

2. Heat / Temperature.

3. Moisture Content.

4. Light.

5. Food.

6. Water.

Ventilation is very important in maintaining the correct 
environment, and directly effects all of the above, 
particularly in enclosed housing. The main objective being 
to maintain a natural fresh air condition, at an acceptable 
temperature to suit the age and type of stock housed.
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Poultry compared to other animals have a high rate of respiration as they do not sweat and their only means of reducing body 
temperature is to breathe more, hence “panting” in hot temperatures. They therefore use up the oxygen available quickly and release 
large amounts of carbon dioxide, heat and moisture into the air. Poultry are very susceptible to respiratory problems and stale air in the 
house only heightens these problems, with airborne disease-carrying micro-organisms become more concentrated in stale air.

What are the key requirements for a ventilation system? In Hydor’s opinion it needs to: -

• Supply oxygen-laden fresh air.

• Remove heat released during respiration and activity, and also the solar gain through the  structure, particularly in the summer.

• Remove moisture from the air (released during respiration or evaporating moisture in the droppings).    

• Remove harmful gases (carbon dioxide released during breathing or ammonia evaporating from the droppings).

• Remove dust particles suspended in the air from the skin of the birds.

• Dilute disease-causing organisms in the air.

All of these effect the production cycle. If any of the factors above are not being met the birds will either eat more to keep 
warm or drink more to cool down, will breath faster thereby using up more energy, or “bunch” causing suffocation, or 
mortality rates will increase due to disease. In the case of laying birds, particularly breeding stock, the light levels must be 
strictly controlled meaning light baffling is required which reduces the performance of the fans and must be considered in 
calculating the overall ventilation requirements.

6
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All living things give off heat, and within certain limits, give off more total heat as the temperature falls and less total heat as the 
temperature rises. This is generally at a balance of about 23°C for poultry. With fully grown poultry, any temperature above this will start 
to cause distress with excessive temperatures very distressing for the birds to the point of death. 

Maximum ventilation requirements are calculated to 
maintain an internal temperature at no more than 2.5°C 
above external temperatures. The provision of the correct 
amount of air may not be sufficient and some form of 
evaporative cooling may be required to supplement 
extreme conditions. 

Similarly the speed and direction of the air flow is equally 
as important, if not more so. Correct placement of the 
fans relative to the inlets etc is very important, and 
when calculating the ventilation, one must consider the 
resistance created by the inlets, suspended items within 
the house and restrictions to a smooth air-flow. A normal 
back pressure encountered is on average between 25 and 
40 Pascals.

The correct amount of air movement required is 
calculated on a rate to suit the stock based on weight 
and ambient conditions. With increasing temperatures in 
summer, these rates have been revised upwards to allow 
for these higher temperatures.
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Hydor are able to supply 
belt-driven fans, plate mounted 
fans, roof mounted fans, winches, 
heating and control systems for all 
aspects of poultry ventilation.

Broilers
Broilers are usually housed in large enclosed houses 
containing up to fifty or sixty thousand birds from 
one day old until maturity, depending on the specific 
weight requirement. 

The birds live and sleep on the floor which is covered 
in wood shavings, chopped straw or any suitable 
absorbent materials. Birds are allowed to “roam 
freely” within the confines of the house and are 
totally dependant on the controlled environment; i.e. 
heat, ventilation, light, feed and water. The droppings 
remain on the floor and are absorbed in the litter and 
evaporated by the ventilation. 

Air movement is calculated on a figure of 1.5 cubic feet per minute, per pound 
maximum live weight multiplied by the number of birds stocked: - 
(c.f.m. per lb x birds) or 5.6 cubic metres per hour, per kilogram maximum 
live weight multiplied by the number of birds stocked: -  
(m³/hr per kg x birds stocked). Please note that if birds are thinned early, the 
maximum live weight may not be at full maturity.

Calculation: -

50,000 Birds at 4.4 pounds maximum = 1.5 x 4.4 x 50,000 = 330,000 c.f.m.

OR

50,000 Birds at 2 kilograms maximum = 5.6 x 2.0 x 50,000 = 560,000 m³/hr.

These figures are then used to determine the number of fans to give the most 
suitable spread either along the roof or on opposite sides of the house. 
Generally fans of 710mm or 760mm would be considered. Initially, when heat is 
being used to maintain a high temperature for the young birds, one or two fans 
are operated on an interval timed system to a minimum rate of air movement to 
replenish oxygen levels. These rates are increased as stock grows and temperatures 
are reduced. Fans are switched on sequentially generally in four or more stages, 
by increasing numbers to maintain the temperatures required. A general rule for a 
twenty fan house being: -

Stage 1: - 2 Fans.

Stage 2: - 2 / 3 Fans.

Stage 3: - 5 Fans.

Stage 4: - 10 Fans.
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Broiler houses can be ventilated 
using several methods;   
Conventional, Reverse-Flow and 
Tunnel Ventilation.

Heating and fans are interlocked with each other 
to prevent unnecessary cooling and the inlets 
are operated in conjunction with the fans to 
maintain a set air speed and resistance, which 
will force the air to disperse in the intended 
manner, particularly in winter time, when air 
entering the house needs to be tempered with 
the internal air, so as not to chill the birds. 
In high summer misting evaporative cooling 
systems could be switched on to reduce 
temperatures. These should be carefully set to 
switch off, should humidity levels rise too much 
or the stock could “drown”. 
Please refer to the accompanying diagrams on 
this page for summer and winter conditions for 
both conventional and reverse-flow broiler 
house systems.

Conventional Ventilation (Figure 1.)
Here fans are mounted in the roof with inlets 
along the two side walls. 
The Hydor Agri-Jet unit has advantages for use in 
this application; since it is easy to fit, it presents 
near zero resistance to the fans when operating, 
expels the stale air vertically into the atmosphere 
thus eliminating dust falling on the roof sheeting, 
which could be washed down to the gutters and 
fouling the soil through the soak ways. 
Baffle boards can be fitted below the unit to 
disperse the light.

Reverse-Flow Ventilation (Figure 2.)
Here fans are mounted in the side walls and inlets 
in the roof. 
The Hydor Side-Wall unit is a complete fan unit 
to mount in the wall of the house, with internal 
shuttered door and external louvred outlet to 
reduce the direct sunlight entering the house. 
Both of which can be easily removed for cleaning. 
Light-proofing modules can be fitted to both the 
Agri-Jet and the Side-Wall units.

Summer

Winter

Figure 1.

Summer

Winter

Figure 2.

Broiler Houses

Reverse-Flow Ventilation

Conventional Ventilation
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Tunnel Ventilation (Figure 3.)
In this system large belt-driven fans are installed 
in the wall at one end and inlets in the wall at 
the opposite end, allowing the air to be drawn 
along the length of the house. 

Tunnel Ventilation uses large belt-driven fans 
mounted in the end walls and the air is drawn 
along the length of the house from the inlets 
situated at the cold end at as near bird height 
as possible. The disadvantage with this system 
is the possible temperature gradient along the 
house from one end to the other. With this in 
mind a combination of conventional and tunnel 
ventilation is used. (Figure 4.)

In winter the house with reduced numbers of 
fans operates normally and in summer fans 
are reversed and the tunnel fans are used in 
conjunction to increase the air flow across the 
birds. Like humans, warm air passing at speed 
across the body has a cooling effect by  
evaporating the sweat, but in birds this air ruffles 
the feathers giving a similar effect.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

10

Tunnel Ventilation

Combination Ventilation

Broiler Houses
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Laying birds are mostly kept in cages within large sheds 
holding up to 50,000 birds which can be naturally ventilated 
with or without powered ventilation in the warmer weather. 
Increasingly, laying birds tend to be kept in free range houses or 
barn egg houses, which can also be naturally ventilated with or 
without power assistance.

The cage birds are kept inside continuously in multi-tiered 
batteries and rely solely on ventilation, lighting, feeding and 
water. The normal rate of ventilation for powered ventilation 
houses is 4.75m³/hr per kilogram live weight (1.25 c.f.m. per 
pound) and fans are mounted in the roof with side inlets and 
light baffles to reduce the light ingress. Some caged houses use 
tunnel ventilation with the air drawn between and along the 
lines of cages, using belt-driven fans. 

In naturally ventilated houses the inlet vents at the sides and 
the outlet vents at the ridge are opened and closed in tandem, 
to maintain an air movement and reduce temperature in four 
stages. Additional stages can bring in powered ventilation. 
All of these requirements can be controlled by Rotem control 
panels supplied by Hydor. (Figure 5.)

Free range birds are contained in houses with nest boxes 
in the centre of the house on top of a slatted area on both 
sides, which is raised to allow droppings to fall and keep 
comparatively clean, and an area at ground level for the birds to 
scratch about in. The birds are released to go outside for most 
of the day through “pop-holes” which are opened automatically 
by winches. 

The houses are normally naturally ventilated and contain no 
more than 16,000 birds, however in bright sunshine when 
it is warm the birds tend to come in out of the sun and 
temperatures inside these houses increase and additional 
powered ventilation in the form of belt-driven fans in the end 
wall or internal re-circulation fans to assist in air movement 
should be considered (Figure 6.) Similar conditions prevail in 
barn egg houses as well.

Hydor are able to supply Roof Fans; Belt-driven Fans, 
Re-circulation Fans, Winches for both inlets and outlets and 
also for the pop-holes, as well as panels to control all these 
requirements.

Laying Birds

Fig 6.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.
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Breeders
Breeding birds are kept in houses similar to broiler houses, 
although the houses are sub-divided to keep birds in 
manageable numbers for the Cocks. 

Fans are used in either conventional or reverse-flow ventilation, but with 
light baffles fitted to both inlets and outlets as strict light control is essential. 
This adds resistance to the system and this must be considered in the calculations. 

Breeders are normally given plenty of space and plenty of air, with occupancy 
levels much lower per square metre. Ventilation rates of 7.5m³/hr per kilogram 
(2 c.f.m. per pound) are used.  

Pullets
Pullets are usually grown in houses similar to broiler houses, with roof 
extract and side inlets or side extract and roof inlets and are dependent 
completely on heat, ventilation, light, feeding and water. Layout and air 
movements would be similar to Conventional or Reverse-flow Houses, but 
would require light proofing. 

The birds come in at a day old, requiring temperatures of 32°C (88°F) reducing as they 
grow to 20°C (68 F) until they are moved, at point of lay at approximately 16-18 weeks.
During this time they will have grown to 1.1-1.4 kilograms (2.5 - 3.1 lbs), ventilated at a 
rate of 7.5m³/hr per kg (2 c.f.m. per pound). 

Calculation:-

20,000 pullets x 1.4 kg x 7.5m³/hr = 210,000 m³/hr.  

OR   

20,000 pullets x 3.1 lbs x 2.c.f.m = 124,000 c.f.m.
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Hatcheries
Hydor has supplied fans for many years to incubator manufacturers to meet their 
requirement in this very exacting process, and are able to supply replacement fan 
units at any time. (Figure 7.)

Free Range Broilers
Free range broilers are becoming increasingly 
popular with the general public recently and 
are a growing market. The stock is contained in 
smaller units and are free to roam at 
pre-determined times with access to the outside 
world through “Pop-holes”. The house has a 
litter section for the birds to scratch and a raised 
slatted area where the droppings fall below, 
which allows the birds a “clean area” to rest.

These houses are normally naturally ventilated 
with some fan assistance provided in the form 
of roof or end mounted fans for high summer 
time. Temperatures are controlled by opening 
and closing inlets in the side walls and outlets in 
the roof together to give a variable air flow.                                                                                                                                            

                                                   

Figure 7.
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The Poultry Product Selector is designed to provide you with a simple overview of each 
product groups characteristics Hydor can offer you for poultry applications.

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Impellers Motors Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HTS 2.86 Fixed Pitch, Glass, 
Reinforced 

polypropylene (4 blades)

Induction motors, 
Weatherproofed to IP55, 

Class F Insulation.

50 10-29

Turbulators

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Impellers Motors Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HE 4.84 Stainless steel impeller 
blades (3 blades)

Weatherproofed to IP55, 
Class F Insulation.

50 6.1-35*

HE Range

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Impellers Motors Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HV 11.94 Stainless steel impeller 
blades (6 blades)

Totally enclosed metric to 
IP55, Class F Insulation.

50 49-90‡

HV Range

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Construction Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HSU 4.84 Alu-Zinc enclosure with HE fan unit. Easily installed 
in prepared aperture with connection cable.

50 60-63

Side Wall Easi-Fit

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Construction Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HRU 4.84 Alu-Zinc and recycled plastic unit. Easy to install into 
roof. Complete with backdraft shutters. Vertical Jet 

discharge ensures clean roof. Complies with 
IPPC regulations.

50 60-64

Roof Mounted Agri-Jet
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Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/s

Construction Ambient Operating 
Temperature °C

Weight 
kg†

HDSF 3.11 Alu-Zinc enclosure with HE fan unit. 
Easily suspended from internal ceiling.

50 34

De-Stratification Fans



Poultry Product SePoultry Product Selector Product
Code

Heat Output 
W/hr

Construction Diameter
mm

Weight 
kg

HRB 11600 Stainless steel canopy and burner. Safety overheat device 
as standard. Increased efficiency reducing running costs. 

470 2.5-2.86

HRB Poultry Brooder

Product
Code

Airflow 
m³/hr

Construction Dimensions
mm

Weight 
kg

HAI 2900 Polyeurethane foam, highly resistant to chemicals. 
Simple to install. Minimal resistance.

842 x 305 5-10

High Flow Air Inlets

Description

Various computerised controls for maintaining and monitoring the environment inside poultry houses. Controls for: 
Ventilation, Heating, Cooling, Feeding, Lighting, Feed mixing and Weighing, Bird Weighing, Silo Monitoring, Alarm 

Systems, Data Recording.

Rotem Controllers

Description

A range of high frequency and digitally controlled fluorescent lights are available to IP67. Diming to 1% light 
output. High efficiency, low running costs, easy to install. Quick return on capital investment.

Lighting

Pump
Litre/hr

Description Nozzle Output
Litre/hr

760/1500 A multi-jet bespoke high pressure evaporative cooling system designed to 
suit various applications. Using micro-misting nozzles to eliminate droplets 

wetting the birds. Supplied through a 12mm pipe. Easy installation

0.2 nozzle = 4 Litres/hr
0.3 nozzle = 6 Litres/hr

Evaporative Cooling System

Description

High quality bespoke control panels designed to your requirements. Controls for: Ventilation, Lighting, Feeding, 
Inlet controls. Simple single function controls to automatic multi-functional combined controls are available. 

All to the latest standards. 

Control Panels

Power Output
N/m

Description Weight 
kg

100-400 A range of winches for operating inlets. Rack and Pinion, Belt Drive and Chain and 
Socket versions. AC or DC available

12-18

Winches

† Min and max weight expressed based on fan diameter size range.  * HE weights detailed are ring mounted models.  ‡ HV weights include louvre.  

15

Description

High quality light baffles suitable for all sizes of fan or inlet with easy to assemble ‘snap action’ interlocking method 
of attaching vanes for trouble free installation and ease of cleaning.

Light Baffles
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TurbulatorsTurbulator Range
 High Quality Recirculation Fans

The standard Turbulator HTS range of fans are specifically designed to have a long 
throw and move air efficiently to give a measure of control over temperature and  
humidity in poultry housing.

The standard HTS range comprises five model 
sizes from 355mm to 630mm, producing air 
volumes of up to 2.86 m³/s.

T
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Features & Benefits
The Hydor range of Turbulators, are constructed with Alu-Zinc or stainless steel casings, with high efficiency, lightweight motors 
and non-corrosive plastic impellers, offering various sizes from 355mm to 630mm diameter. The units are suitable for all year round 
ventilation and movement of air within poultry houses, giving evenness of temperature throughout the unit and removing condensation 
in the building, by circulating the air, thereby improving the environment at low cost and power consumption.

There are a number of distinct benefits for poultry applications with ’Turbulators’, namely –

1. Control of insects in the summer months – many insects and  flies are discouraged by a constant airflow which is created by the  
 circulating fans.

2.  A reduction in heat stress, whereby growth loss is reduced from heat stress.

3.  A constant airflow will ensure the house is kept dry by increasing evaporation of moisture in the air, which means eliminating 
 condensation on walls and ceilings in winter.

4. Air circulation moves fumes away from the birds, thereby circulating gases to a higher level within the building, which in turn   
 means open ridges will remove this from the building altogether.

5. Turbulators can be mounted at any angle which means optimum coverage.

6.  Disperses dust.

•	 Rust	proof	air	straightener	for	long	
 axial air flow.

•	 Suitable	standard	230V	single   
 phase supply.

•	 A	full	range	of	both	automatic and 
 manual infinitely variable controllers.

•	 A	full	range	of	electronic	/	manual		
 thermostats.

•	 Stainless	steel	or	Alu-Zinc	casings   
 supplied with suspension eyes and  
 chain for ease of mounting.

•	 Available	in	stainless	steel	
 (non-stocked / made to order). Extra  
 chain / cable available - please notify  
 at time of ordering.

•	 Large	range	of	thermostats	and		 	
 speed controllers available.

•	 12	Months	product	warranty.

•	 Rust	proof	wire	guards	for		 	
 employee safety.

•	 Waterproof	Ju	nction	Box	and 
 3 metre cable.
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HTL 20

The HTL 20 has an extended casing length, specifically 
developed in the Turbulator range to provide an 
increased throw of circulated air for the applications 
required. This is achieved with a more settled airflow 
pattern as the air discharges from the fan outlet. 
      
This Turbulator variant is supplied with an 
Alu-Zinc casing as standard, but is available in 
stainless steel for more corrosive environments.

HTSS 20

The HTSS 20 is a short cased Turbulator, providing duties 
of up to 1.37m³/s, with a stainless steel casing ensuring a 

maintenance free, long service life of the product for a variety 
of applications, where vulnerability to corrosion exists.

The HTS range of Turbulators has been complimented with the addition of two other 
models, from stainless steel casings for more corrosive environments, to long cased 
options that meet farmers precise market applications in air circulation.

Each of these Turbulator variants are available with a standard 500mm diameter fan, providing performances of up to 1.37m³/s. 
Hydor’s capabilities in manufacturing and design extend well beyond this, enabling us to provide any additional sizes or bespoke 
requirements you may have, such as Turbulators with heaters and integrated controls.

HTH Heater

The HTH Heater fits directly to the Turbulator unit. This highly efficient heater is fitted 
with a three position switch to allow for the fan to run with or without heater as 
required, ensuring maximum benefit from the air movement created.

To help reduce energy wastage the unit is fitted with a switch enabling selection 
between minimum and maximum outputs and a variable thermostat dial to offer 
precision control of your environment.

Easily mounted from hanging chains and with a stainless steel construction and 
sealed elements the HTH is built to withstand challenging, humid conditions.

Product 
Code

Heat Output
(kW) Airflow

(m³/hr)
Current
(Amps)

Supply
(V-Ph-Hz)

Length 
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Weight 
(kg)

Min Max

HTH 2.6 1.3 2.6 900 12 220/240-1-50 500 270 6.1
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Turbulator HTS / HTL / HTSS

Dimensional Data

Product Code A B C D Weight (kg)

HTS 14 360 420 75 115 10

HTS 16 410 420 75 115 13

HTS 18 460 420 75 115 15

HTS 20 510 420 70 115 16

HTS 24 660 420 70 115 29

N.B. All Dimensions are expressed in millimeters

Product Code A B C D Weight (kg)

HTSS 20 510 420 70 115 16

Performance & Electrical Data
Product Code Fan Dia

(mm)
Speed
(r/min)

Airflow
(m³/s)

Throw 
(metres)

Sound Level
dBA @ 3m

Power
(Watts)

FLC
(Amps)

Supply
(V-Ph-Hz)

HTS 14/4 355 1400 0.86 30-35 57 120 1.10 230-1-50

HTS 16/6 400 900 0.89 30-35 52 70 0.80 230-1-50

HTS 16/4 400 1400 1.27 35-40 62 180 1.60 230-1-50

HTS 18/6 450 900 1.12 35-40 54 80 1.00 230-1-50

HTS 18/4 450 1400 1.70 40-45 64 280 1.90 230-1-50

HTS 20/6 500 900 1.37 40-45 56 90 1.40 230-1-50

HTS 24/6 630 900 2.86 45-50 60 280 2.10 230-1-50

Product Code Fan Dia
(mm)

Speed
(r/min)

Airflow
(m³/s)

Throw 
(metres)

Sound Level
dBA @ 3m

Power
(Watts)

FLC
(Amps)

Supply
(V-Ph-Hz)

HTSS 20/6 500 900 1.37 40-45 56 90 1.40 230-1-50

Product 
Code

Control Method No. Fans*

VMRD Manual speed control 1-6

VARC Temperature, variable speed 1-6

VARC /P Temp, OFF/variable speed 1-6

VARC /HI As VARC plus heater interlock 1-6

VARC /HP As VARC /HI plus fan OFF 1-6

* Please specify when ordering

A single fan, manual speed 
regulator (VMRD1) with overload 
protection - models available for 
up to six fans. 

Also available is the VARC range 
of automatic speed controllers 
with thermistor temperature 
sensor, for small animal 
production houses using from one 
to six fans.

Accessories

GUARDS
INLET & OUTLET 

BA

C

D Sq

GUARDS
INLET & OUTLET 

C

D Sq

A B

GUARDS
INLET & OUTLET 

C

D Sq

A B

HTS / HTSS / HTL HTS / HTSS HTL

Product Code A B C D Weight (kg)

HTL 20 510 670 70 115 17

Product Code Fan Dia
(mm)

Speed
(r/min)

Airflow
(m³/s)

Throw 
(metres)

Sound Level
dBA @ 3m

Power
(Watts)

FLC
(Amps)

Supply
(V-Ph-Hz)

HTL 20/6 500 900 1.37 45-50 56 90 1.40 230-1-50
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HE Fan RangeHE Fan Range
 High Efficiency Propeller Fans

A modern high quality range of agricultural propeller fans 
designed to pass large volumes of air with minimum use of 
energy in poultry houses and many other applications.

The HE Propeller fan produces air volumes of up to 4.84m³/s.

With a heavy duty construction, the HE fans principal benefit 
is the propeller shaped blades which scoop air    and move 
it efficiently away from the fan. Blade tip clearance design 
enhances HE fan performance alongside large volume 
air movement.

Features & Benefits

H
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•	 Quality	robust	construction		
 incorporating stainless 
 steel propeller.

•	 Available	in	9	sizes
 315/355/400/450/500/560/ 
 630/710/760.

•	 Very	efficient	power 
 consumption.

•	 Reliable	with	high	volume	
 air movement.

•	 Extracts	stale	and	humid	air.

•		 Motors	are	particularly		 	
 cool-running, constructed  
 with a finned aluminium  
 casing to give excellent   
 heat dissipation.

•		 Two	year	(Conditional)		  
 extended warranty on all  
 our motors.

•	 Optional	EC	conforming	
 motor/propeller side guards.

•	 Motors	are	weatherproofed  
 to IP55.

•	 Suitable	for	Form	‘A’	or	
 Form ‘B’ operation.

•	 Ex-stock	single	phase	and  
 three phase fans.

•	 Can	be	suspended	by	chains	 
 at any angle or fitted into  
 walls.

•	 Diaphragm	mounted	units		
 without rings for special  
 applications.

•	 Low	noise	level.

•	 Long	service	life.

•	 Quick	and	easy	assembly.

Dimensional Data

Fan Dia A
Aperture

B
PCD

C
Dia

D 
Sq

E F
Max

G
PCD

H
Dia

I
Propeller

Weight (kg)
HE R

Weight (kg)
HE D

315 315 557 7 425 39 202 445 7 302 6.1 5.6

355 355 557 7 425 39 202 445 7 342 6.6 5.9

400 400 747 7 559 44 202 550 7 390 10 9.3

450 450 747 7 559 58 202 550 7 440 17 15

500 500 790 8.5 600 72 224 636 8.5 486 18 16

560 560 934 11 711 62 245 806 8.5 550 27 22

630 635 934 11 711 62 245 806 8.5 622 27 22

710 711 1024 11 800 62 245 905 8.5 700 29 23

760 782 1114 11 864 62 256 905 8.5  760 35 26

N.B. All Dimensions are expressed in millimeters. Applies to Ring and Diaphragm single and three-phase fan units. 

Features & Benefits
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Performance & Electrical Data

Product 
Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
Sound Level
dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 100 Power

Watts
FL

Amps
Start 
Amps

Capacitor 
uF

HE315/4-1 0.567 0.517 0.403 0.192 - 1350 55 1.3 3.8 3 50

HE315/6-1 0.378 0.236 - - - 900 20 0.4 0.6 2 39

HE355/4-1 0.861 0.799 0.700 0.558 0.354 1350 120 1.35 4.0 8 56

HE355/6-1 0.558 0.408 - - - 900 40 0.7 1.8 4 43

HE400/4-1 1.250 1.142 1.022 0.879 0.518 1350 180 1.45 4.0 8 57

HE400/6-1 0.819 0.671 0.281 - - 900 70 0.8 1.9 4 45

HE450/4-1 1.692 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.021 1350 280 1.9 4.0 8 60

HE450/6-1 1.103 0.971 0.494 - - 900 80 1.0 2.1 4 49

HE500/4-1 2.411 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 3.0 6.0 10 62

HE500/6-1 1.600 1.519 1.250 0.681 - 900 190 1.5 3.4 6 50

HE560/6-1 2.142 2.072 1.811 0.750 - 900 250 1.8 4.5 8 58

HE630/6-1 3.303 3.111 2.944 2.742 2.181 900 390 2.9 7.6 14 60

HE710/6-1 4.242 4.100 3.944 3.731 3.306 900 550 3.7 7.6 16 61

HE760/6-1 4.847 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 5.3 12.0 28 63      

Product 
Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
Sound Level
dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 100 Power

Watts
FL

Amps
Start 
Amps

HE450/4-3 1.692 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.021 1350 280 1.0 4.0 60

HE450/6-3 1.103 0.971 0.494 - - 900 80 0.6 1.9 49

HE500/4-3 2.411 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 1.2 4.4 62

HE500/6-3 1.600 1.519 1.250 0.681 - 900 190 0.9 2.3 50

HE560/4-3 3.353 3.250 3.131 3.011 2.872 1350 750 1.8 4.5 70

HE560/6-3 2.142 2.072 1.811 0.750 - 900 250 1.0 3.5 58

HE630/6-3 3.303 3.111 2.944 2.742 2.181 940 390 1.5 3.6 60

HE710/6-3 4.242 4.100 3.944 3.731 3.306 900 550 1.7 4.0 61

HE760/6-3 4.847 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 2.2 5.0 63

Acoustic data: tests and preparation of data have been carried out in accordance with BS848 part 2 (1985). The sound pressure level is at a distance of three metres 
with spherical propagation. It is expressed in dB re 20uPa. The values are presented for comparative purposes only as in practice the semi-reverberant nature of any 
installation and directivity effects can give a different level.

Air data: All units are tested to ISO 5801:1997.  As with any fan unit, the actual performance depends on proper mounting, please ask for assistance if you are 
unsure what unit you require for your application.

Accessories

•	 Motor	or	Propeller	side	wire		
 guards to BS848 Part 2   
 finished in red powder coat  
 to RAL7031.

•	 Air	Operated	louvre	shutters		
 available in Aluminium /   
 Alu-Zinc and plastic.

•	 A	single	fan,	manual		 	
 speed regulator (VMRD1)  
 with overload protection  
 - models available for up  
 to six fans. 

HV Fan R

•	 Two	speed	switch	for		 	
 added precision, flexibility,  
 control and regulation of  
 energy consumption.
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HV Fan RHV Fan Range
 High Efficiency Belt Drive Fans

The Hydor HV Belt Drive fan unit is   
specifically designed to ventilate larger 
buildings on the farm, such as tunnel 
ventilated housing, where substantial 
amounts of air are moved at low pressure 
with minimal energy consumption.

The HV range is available in three sizes 800mm, 1000mm, 
1250mm and 2000mm diameter, each with single or three phase 
motors and the option of louvres and guards. This powerful fan 
produces air volumes up to 11.94m³/s.

Constructed from galvanised steel with a specially designed 
stainless steel impeller, these fans are extremely hard wearing and 
robust in application. The drive mechanism includes sealed for 
life maintenance free ball bearings, which means low noise and 
vibration levels.

The HV range is available in three variations for either wall 
mounting with shutters, suspension mounting from roof space or 
floor mounting with wheels.

The HV Range includes a centrifugal operated back draught 
shutter or an automatic louvre shutter model. Units are supplied 
fully assembled complete with standard safety guards.

Features & Benefits
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HV Fan RangeHV Fan Range
 High Efficiency Belt Drive Fans

•	 A	crossed	steel	framework	with	the	fan		
 hub positioned centrally. Fan blades  
 and pulley are located on opposite  
 sides, improving load balancing, thereby  
 increasing bearing and fan life.

•	 The	belt	is	from	reinforced	rubber		 
 which is easily replaced locally. Belt  
 tensioning can be undertaken without  
 removing the guards by using two bolts  
 on the fan casing.

•	 Easy	access	to	the	motor	for	servicing  
 and maintenance.

•	 The	impeller	comprises	of	six		 	
 self-cleaning blades constructed from  
 304 stainless steel. The aerodynamic  
 blade design ensures high volume   
 displacement at low blade pressure. 

•	 Fan housing is manufactured from   
 galvanised sheet steel, corrosion resistant  
 for durability and longevity.

•	 Each	fan	is	fitted	with	a	mesh	safety	 
 guard either side of the unit.

•	 The	heavy	duty	construction	of	the	 
 louvres prevents the overlapping slats  
 from vibrating at high air flow. When  
 not in operation, heat loss is reduced  
 by the louvres closing automatically.  
 Air delivery normally lost due to dirty  
 shutters or to shutters remaining open 
 is eliminated.

•	 Extract	stale	and	humid	air.

•	 The	louvres	are	opened	by	a	centrifugal	 
 mechanism; which means that once  
 opened, the louvres do not sap the  
 performance of the fan.

•	 Component	spares	are	usually	available	 
 from stock.

•	 12	months	product	warranty.

Features & Benefits
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•	 Full	range	of	both	automatic		
 and manual infinitely variable  
 or stepped transformer type  
 controls.

Accessories

•	 Louvre-side	guard.
•	 1m	flying	lead.

Dimensional Data

Product Code Propeller 
Aperture 

(B)

Width 
(A)

Height 
(A)

Depth 
fan case 
only (C)

Depth 
inc 

Louvre

Depth 
inc 

Louvre & 
Guard

Weight 
(kg)

Weight 
inc 

Louvre 
(kg)

HV800 800 960 960 330 405 470 32 44

HV1000 1000 1150 1150 330 405 470 40 50

HV1250 (1.1KW) 1250 1380 1380 330 405 470 50 70

HV1250 H (1.5KW) 1250 1380 1380 330 405 470 52 72

HV2000 2000 1930 1930 450 450 515 75 100

Performance & Electrical Data

Product Code
Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.

Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
400/3Ph/50Hz Sound Level

dBA @ 3m
Weight 

(kg)0 25 50 75 100 Power
Watts

FL
Amps

Start 
Amps

HV800 5.000 4.472 3.916 3.166 2.388 630 550 1.65 4.95 75 44

HV1000 8.055 7.083 6.305 4.722 3.583 503 750 2.60 7.80 76 50

HV1250 (1.1kW) 11.94 8.888 8.194 6.944 5.750 485 1100 2.89 8.70 78 70

HV1250 (1.5kW) 13.33 10.27 9.450 8.890 7.30 540 1500 3.20 9.60 82 72

HV2000 20.1 18.1 16.8 14.1 12.8 320 1500 3.80 12.5 84 100

Note: Motor electrical data is approximate, as it varies from one motor manufacturer to another

Product Code
Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.

Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
220-240V/1Ph/50Hz Sound Level

dBA @ 3m
Weight 

(kg)0 25 50 75 100 Power
Watts

FL
Amps

Start 
Amps

HV800 5.000 4.472 3.916 3.166 2.388 630 550 4.0 11.9 75 44

HV1000 8.055 7.083 6.305 4.722 3.583 503 750 5.4 14.9 76 50

HV1250 (1.1kW) 11.94 8.888 8.194 6.944 5.750 485 1100 7.2 25.7 78 70

HV1250 H (1.5kW) 13.33 10.27 9.450 8.890 7.30 540 1500 8.4 29.5 82 72

HV12000 20.1 18.1 16.8 14.1 12.8 320 1500 10.0 35.0 84 100

N.B. All Dimensions are expressed in millimeters

Hydor Limited, due to a policy of continuous development and improvement reserve the right to supply products which may differ from those illustrated and described in this publication. 
Certified data will be supplied on request.
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Side Wall Easi-FitSide Wall Easi-Fit
 Side Wall Ventilation Units

The Side Wall Easy-Fit ventilation unit is a high velocity exhaust 
fan unit for side wall installation, specifically designed for ease 
of installation on site, increased service life and outstanding 
performance for poultry houses.

Each unit extracts air at high velocity, deflecting it outwards  
and downward to throw unclean air away from the building. 
This reduces the amount of dust deposit around the fan, and 
in turn removes problems of smell, unsightliness, pollution and  
consequent damage to cladding materials. 

Features & Benefits

•	 Five	sizes	450mm,	500mm,		
 630mm, 710mm, 760mm. 
•	 High	efficiency	fan	with	bell		
 mouth ring.
•	 High	velocity	of	exhausted	air		
 angled to 30° disperses dust.
•	 Low	back	pressure	for	maximum		
 efficiency and low noise levels.

•	 E		asily	removable	external		
 weather chevron module for  
 ease of cleaning.
•	 Manually	reversible	shutter		
 door complete with wire  
 guard (optional).
•	 Electrically	switched	fan			
 reversal option.

•	 Supplied	ready-assembled		
 and easily fitted into prepared  
 apertures.
•	 Slimline	profile	design	for		
 minimum in house projection.

Shown with
Light Baffle fitted
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Accessories

Dimensional Data

Product 
Code

A B C D

HSU450 828 576 714 100

HSU500 840 617 755 100

HSU630 900 728 866 100

HSU710 956 817 955 100

HSU760 990 881 1019 100

Performance & Electrical Data
Product 

Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
220-240V/1Ph/50Hz Capacitor Sound 

Level
dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 Power

Watts
FL

Amps
Start 
Amps

HSU450/4-1 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.024 1350 280 1.9 4 8 60

HSU500/4-1 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 3 6 10 62

HSU630/6-1 3.110 2.944 2.742 2.181 940 390 2.7 7.6 14 60

HSU710/6-1 4.100 3.944 3.743 3.306 900 550 3.7 7.6 6 61

HSU760/6-1 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 5.3 12 28 63

A comprehensive range of control and connection boxes are 
available to provide individual and group control, incorporating:

•	 Capacitor

•	 Thermal	Overload	Protection

•	 Reversible	Switching

•	 Variable	Speed	Switching

Custom built control panels are designed and built to order and 
conform to IEE regulations (further details are available on request).

Optional Plastic slide-in brooder panels are available on request.

Product 
Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
380-420V/3Ph/50Hz Sound Level

dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 Power
Watts

FL
Amps

Start 
Amps

HSU450/4-3 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.024 1350 280 1.0 4.0 60

HSU500/4-3 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 1.2 4.4 50

HSU630/6-3 3.110 2.944 2.742 2.181 940 390 1.5 3.6 60

HSU710/6-3 4.100 3.944 3.743 3.306 900 550 1.7 4.0 61

HSU760/6-3 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 2.2 5.0 63

Shown with
Light Baffle fitted
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Roof Mounted AgRoof Mounted Agri-Jet
 Roof Mounted Ventilation Units

The Agri-Jet Roof Mounted unit is a high velocity jet extraction 
unit for on or off-ridge installations. The design of the inlet 
ensures that it operates at high efficiency by maximising air flow 
and operating at low back pressure - minimising operating costs.

Stale air is expelled through the cowl to a height of approximately 
60 feet, ensuring that any dust, moisture, ammonia and smells 
are dissipated as they leav  e the building.

Features & Benefits

•	 Five	sizes	450mm,	500mm,		
 630mm, 710mm, 760mm. 
•	 High	efficiency	fan	easily		
 accessible for cleaning and  
 maintenance.
•	 Minimal	back	pressure	ensures		
 maximum fan efficiency.

•	 High	velocity	exhaust	jet	of		
 approximately 60 feet ensures  
 no roof dust deposit.
•	 Plastic	thermal	barrier	trunk		
 reduces noise levels and   
 i  n-house condensation.
•	 Light	Baffle	boards	to	diffuse		
 the   light.

•	 Supplied	as	ready-assembled		
 units for On-ridge or Off-ridge  
 installation.
•	 Low	Silhouette	design	provides		
 tidy and unobtrusive appearance.
•	 Roof	mounted	units	can	be		
 opened using an optional cable  
 system as a fail safe contingency.
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Dimensional Data

Product 
Code

A B C D E F

HRU450 648 610 375 182 553 300

HRU500 689 605 395 191 594 300

HRU630 800 580 460 213 705 300

HRU710 889 566 510 231 794 300

HRU760 953 610 563 245 858 300

Performance & Electrical Data

Product 
Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
220-240V/1Ph/50Hz Capacitor

uF
Sound 
Level

dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 100 Power
Watts

FL
Amps

Start 
Amps

HRU450/4-1 1.692 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.021 1350 280 1.9 4.0 8 60

HRU500/4-1 2.411 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 3.0 6.0 10 62

HRU630/6-1 3.303 3.111 2.944 2.742 2.181 900 390 2.9 7.6 14 60

HRU710/6-1 4.242 4.100 3.944 3.731 3.306 900 550 3.7 7.6 16 61

HRU760/6-1 4.847 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 5.3 12.0 28 63      

On Ridge Off Ridge

Accessories
•	 Propeller	Side	Guards	are	available	for	low	mounted	applications.

•	 Removable	Light	Baffle	boards	for	eliminating	light.

•	 Agri-Jet	top	section	units	are	available	to	mount	over	existing trunks, giving increased air output.

Product 
Code

Airflow m³/s @ Static Pressure Pa.
Speed 
(r/min)

Motor Electrical Data
380-420V/3Ph/50Hz Sound Level

dBA @ 3m0 25 50 75 100 Power
Watts

FL
Amps

Start 
Amps

HRU450/4-3 1.692 1.572 1.422 1.267 1.021 1350 280 1.0 4.0 60

HRU500/4-3 2.411 2.350 2.261 2.131 1.981 1350 500 1.2 4.4 62

HRU630/6-3 3.303 3.111 2.944 2.742 2.181 940 390 1.5 3.6 60

HRU710/6-3 4.242 4.100 3.944 3.731 3.306 900 550 1.7 4.0 61

HRU760/6-3 4.847 4.672 4.481 4.261 3.942 900 670 2.2 5.0 63
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De-Stratification De-Stratification Fan
 Ceiling Mounted Heat Recovery Units 

Warm heated air rises to the highest point of an enclosed area, thereby causing cooler air to reside at floor level. Traditionally 
temperatures have been maintained at floor level by continued and pro-longed use of heaters to saturate the entire building with 
heat. This results in much higher fuel consumption and relative energy expenditure. 

25°C

24°C

23°C

22°C

21°C

20°C

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Without the De-Stratification fans installed 
(Figure 8.), heat rises from floor level and collects in 
the ceiling void. In a well ventilated poultry building 
the difference in temperature levels can be as much 
as 5°C. 

Heaters are required to operate more frequently in 
this situation to restore temperatures at floor height 
to acceptable levels for the livestock housed. This 
results in higher fuel costs and wasted energy. 

With Hydor De-Stratification fans installed in the 
ceiling space (Figure 9.), the accumulated warm air 
is redistributed down towards floor level and 
re-circulated around the building. This operation 
creates a more even temperature around the 
housing and allows the floor level temperature to 
be sustained for longer without the prolonged and 
frequent use of heaters, thereby reducing energy 
expenditure significantly.  

Tests have also proven that the fans aid maintenance 
of a constant temperature at floor level. In 
comparison a shed reliant solely on heaters recorded 
considerable fluctuations in temperature which is 
unsuitable for the wellbeing of the birds.

HYDOR
DE-STRATIFICATION FAN

Above required
temperature

At constant
required

temperature



De-Stratification The Hydor De-Stratification Fan incorporates the renowned 
Hydor HE Fan, one of the most efficient fans available on the 
market and produces air volumes of up to 4.84m³/s.

With a heavy duty construction, the fans are robust for 
arduous environments. The units include both motor-side 
and propeller-side guards for safety. Suspension eyelets are 
fitted as standard.

With the installation of Hydor De-Stratification Fans the litter 
in poultry houses is notable drier, alleviating the problems 
incurred with frequent wet litter. Improved air quality with 
reduced levels of ammonia result in an improved crop of 
birds and greater profit potential.

Differential temperature and manual speed controllers are 
available on request.

Features & Benefits

•	 Available	in	630mm.
•	 High	efficiency	fan	easily		
 accessible for cleaning and  
 maintenance.

•	 Suspension	eyelets	fitted	as	
 standard for easy installation.
•	 Fitted	with	motor-side	and		
 propeller-side guards for safety.
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Dimensional Data

Performance & Electrical Data
Product

Code
Airflow 

m³/s
Speed 
(r/min)

Power 
Watts

FL 
Amps

Start 
Amps

Capacitor
uF

Sound 
dBA @ 3m

HDSF630 3.11 900 390 2.9 7.6 12 60

Product 
Code

A B C

HDSF630 730 616 256

B

C

A SQUARE



The black, smooth faced, dull finished vanes are constructed 
from high quality PVC for longevity and resistance to wear and 
tear, sunlight and high pressure washers. Vanes are assembled 
vertically to allow for natural drainage and prevention of dirt 
build up, with no edges or ribs to block the air flow or trap dust.

Hydor light baffles are designed to suit all sizes of fan or inlet 
with easy to assemble ‘snap action’ interlocking method of 
attaching vanes for trouble free installation and ease of cleaning. 
Baffles are suitable for high pressure air or water methods of 
cleaning. 

The vane assembly is built into a galvanised steel frame for 
strength and reliability and facilitates easy fitting to fan units 
either internally or externally. 

The aerodynamic shaped double curved vanes of the baffles 
allow air to pass easily through with minimal resistance whilst 
absorbing the light and decreasing its intensity. 
Vanes are set 25mm apart to give optimum light reduction and 
low resistance to air flow.

Due to the pressure drop or resistance of the light baffle the 
larger the area of the baffle the lower the resistance. This is 
because resistance (Pa) is directly proportional to the velocity² of 
the air passing across or through the obstruction.

The slower the speed of the air, the less resistance. This should be 
bourne in mind when adding baffles to fans and inlets. 
The graph below provides an indication of the Pressure Drop 
against air velocity.
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Light BafflesLight Baffles     
 Light Pollution Prevention Units

Features & Benefits

The control of light ingress in modern 
poultry farming is very important, as it 
allows the farmer to achieve the exact 
light conditions required to assist in 
meeting production targets.

Light levels are of particular importance within pullet houses 
where correct control of light intensity and duration must be 
precisely controlled to make it possible for the breeder birds 
to reach maturity at the optimum time to stimulate 
egg-production.

Whilst it is important that the general structure of the 
building is light proof, the requirement for introduction 
of fresh air and the extraction of stale, dirty air remains 
paramount. 
Hydor light baffles are designed to fit to inlets, outlets and 
wall and roof mounted fan units to reduce the ingress of 
light in tunnel, reverse-flow, cross-flow and roof extract 
ventilated buildings. 

With correct fitting of the light baffles, light on a bright 
sunny day, which can reach 150-170,000 lux can be reduced 
to 0.1-0.15 lux, virtually total darkness.
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Dimensions - HV Fan and Light Baffle

HV Fan 
Size Model A B C

1250 BOLTHV1250 1375 1375 235

1000 BOLTHV1000 1125 1125 235

800 BOLTHV800 925 925 235

Agri-Jet 
Fan Size G H

450 553 750

500 594 800

630 705 950

710 794 1075

760 853 1150

Dimensions - Agri-Jet and Light Baffle

For Roof Extract ventilated buildings the Light Baffle is attached to 
the internal side of the Agri-Jet unit at the base of the fan trunk, 
connected by over-centre clips and retainers. The additional resistance 
created by the light baffles must be taken into consideration when 
selecting the fans. 

To reduce the resistance caused by the light baffle, the size of the 
baffle area can be increased by a factor of 1.35 compared to the 
standard size (as per the trunk sizing). 

Increasing the size reduces the air speed which is critical to resistance. 
Hydor manufacture an optional Light Baffle to be fitted to the base of 
the Agri-Jet, which reduces the resistance to below 20Pa. Dimensions 
(H Square) are shown in the chart below.

G SQUARE

23
5

H SQUARE

23
5

15
0

The Hydor Light Baffle is attached to the internal side of the HV fan unit for use in 
Tunnel Ventilated buildings. Removal of the fan units internal guard reduces the 
restriction of airflow caused by the wire mesh and allows the baffle to be fitted 
without consideration of its increased resistance. Baffles are attached using over 
centre clips and retainers for easy installation and removal for cleaning.

Cross-Flow Ventilation

Light Baffles are fitted externally to each inlet, However the size 
of the inlet and the maximum air speed passing through them 
must be known to enable an accurate resistance to the system 
to be calculated. 
Most systems will have been installed using low resistances as 
the inlets are open and unimpeded to the airflow, however 
if higher pressures are being used by restricting the airflow 
through the inlet, the additional resistance for the baffle may 
increase the static pressure above the normal working pressure 
of the fans being used.

Reverse-Flow Ventilation

Hydor Light Baffles are fitted to the external side of the 
Side-Wall units. The external chevron unit is removed and 
the light baffle fitted in its place using the existing retainers 
and the over centre clips fitted to the baffle. Due to the 
angular nature of the discarded chevron unit and the smooth 
aerodynamic vanes of the new light baffle the additional 
resistance can be ignored.
Light Baffles should also be fitted to the roof air inlets   
if necessary.
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HRB Poultry BroodHRB Poultry Brooders
 Infra-Red Poultry Heaters

The Hydor ‘HRB’ range of radiant 
brooders has been specifically  
designed to provide heating on  
poultry farms, with particular   
emphasis upon commercial rearing 
of broilers, pullets and other birds, 
whilst equally suited for smaller   
domestic poultry applications.

Features & Benefits
The Hydor brooder enables poultry farmers to achieve optimum 
output in the production of infra-red radiation, as well as the 
homogeneous production of heat. 

Hydor radiant heaters are operated by propane gas, using high or 
low pressure systems, with a variety of options available, such as 
individual thermostatic valves and air filters.

The unique design enables this radiant brooder to provide 
progressive heat (10% to 100%). 

Options such as an individual thermostat on each brooder, allows 
independent control to each unit hence reducing gas usage.

The burner is manufactured from punched stainless steel sheet 
which means that it can resist high temperatures. The safety  
shield at the end of the burner prevents glowing particles from  
falling to the surface. 

Overheat ‘klixon’ protection ensures that the gas valve closes when 
the security temperature is surpassed and resets automatically as 
soon as the temperature of the brooder decreases, this replaces 
conventional fusible security systems.
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•	 Increases	the	peripheral	heat	on		
 the floor +2°C in a 3.5m radius  
 around the brooder. 
•	 The	infra-red	radiation	is	emitted		
 in a perpendicular direction to  
 the source of heat that emits it.

•	 Typically	reduces	the	
 temperature by 9°C under 
 the ceiling. 
•	 The	design	reduces	the		 	
 temperature on the floor 
 under the brooder.

•	 Increases	the	heating	
 homogeneity which means that  
 the birds will feel better.
•	 Uses	less	propane	gas	than	other		
 brooders on the market.

Dimensional Data

470
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Performance & Electrical Data

Hydor HRB Range
HRB1-H HRB2-H HRB3-H HRB4-H HRB1-H

High Pressure (HP) Low Pressure (LP)

Maximum Input Rating Watts/h 3500 5000 6500 11600 7200

Minimum Input Rating Watts/h 650 602 746 1400 952

Maximum Input Rating Btu’s/h 12000 17000 22000 40000 25000

Minimum Input Rating Btu’s/h 2200 2000 2500 4700 3200

STOCK CAPACITIES BROILERS 1200 1400 1750 2700 1800

PULLETS 900 1100 1300 2000 1300

TURKEYS 500 600 700 1000 700

DUCKS 400 500 580 900 600

PHEASANTS 800 1000 1200 1800 1200

MOUNTING HEIGHT 1200 mm
(48in)

1200 mm
(48in)

1200 mm
(48in)

1400 mm
(56in)

1200mm
(48in)

BROODING SPACE 5 m
(16.4ft)

6 m
(20ft)

7 m
(23ft)

11 m
(36ft)

7.5 m
(24.5ft)

REFLECTOR DIAMETER 470 mm 470 mm 470 mm 470 mm 470 mm

BROODER HEIGHT 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm

BROODER WEIGHT 2.5 kg 2.5 kg 2.86 kg 2.86 kg 2.86 kg

PROPANE GAS CONSUMPTION MAX 250 g/h 357 g/h 464 g/h 828 g/h 514 g/h

CONSUMPTION MIN 47 g/h 43 g/h 53 g/h 100 g/h 68 g/h

SUPPLY PRESSURE MAX 1400 mbar
20.3 psi

1400 mbar
20.3 psi

1400 mbar
20.3 psi

1400 mbar
20.3 psi

200 mbar
2.9 psi

MIN 25 mbar
0.36 psi

20 mbar
0.29 psi

20 mbar
0.29 psi

20 mbar
0.29 psi

5 mbar
0.072 psi

Features & Benefits

N.B. All Dimensions are expressed in millimeters
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High Flow Air InletHigh Flow Air Inlet 
 Minimum Resistance Inlets

The Hydor High Flow Air Inlets control the 
direction, path and distribution of fresh 
air into a building. Inlets are perhaps one 
of the most important parts of your  
ventilation system. By opening or closing 
the inlet, you regulate the thickness of the 
air jet, the air velocity, and (therefore) the 
distance the air flows into the building.

Hydor Inlet systems allow more air according to seasonal 
changes, by adjusting the inlets to maintain the air flow path 
and velocity. Inlets can be adjusted manually as required by 
temperature changes.

During normal conditions the aerofoil type flap guides cold air 
along the ceiling line to fully temper with the internal air. During 
hotter periods the flap deflects air downward to create airflow 
and turbulence at poultry level, therefore relieving animal stress 
and reducing potential mortality.

Accurate control of the flap is achieved by connecting a pull 
cord to a winch operated cable system, which in turn can be  
linked to either sequential, computerised or differential pressure 
control      systems.

Features & Benefits

•	 A	very	high	degree		 	
 of insulation.
•	 A	strong	structure	with	a		
 low weight.
•	 Easy	to	handle	(adjusting,		
 gluing etc) with quick and  
 easy mounting.
•	 Inlets	can	be	supplied		 	
 for either wall or ceiling  
 mounted applications.

•	 Easy	to	clean	and		 	
 environmentally desirable.    
•	 Highly	resistant	to	chemicals,		
 aggressive gases and dry rot.
•	 Inlets	constructed	from		
 durable polyeurethane   
 foam.
•	 Simple	to	install	either	
 in a new system, or 
 as a retro-fit to upgrade
 an existing system design.
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Dimensional Data

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

120-P 1100 1530 2200

84-P 760 1070 1520

120-P &
84-P

120-P designed for 
installation in the ceiling. 
Smaller version available, 
the 84-P.

Model A B C D E F

120-P 710 400 650 240 270 50

84-P 600 400 540 240 270 50

145-VFG 145-VFG the standard 
inlet for poultry units, up 
to 35% open, air is only 
let in over top lip, above 
35% open air is also let in 
below the flap allowing air 
directly on to the birds.

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

145-VFG 1450 2050 2900

Model A B C D E

145-VFG 730 95 270 350 650

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

3000-VFG 2900 4100 5800

3000-VFG 3000-VFG a very large 
capacity version of the 
standard 145-VFG.

Model A B C D E

3000-VFG 937 118 373 453 857

2500-VFR 2500-VFR is a simple 
model without seals or 
return springs but a large 
capacity. Very good for 
free-range layer units.

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

2500-VFR 2500 3500 5000

Model A B C D E

2500-VFR 923 120 305 385 842

4000-VFG 4000-VFG Flange model 
with flange on the front. 
Divided air directions; up to 
approx. 25% air enters only 
from the top; after that, also 
from the bottom. Ideal for 
large ventilation capacities.

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

4000-VFG 3900 5500 7800

Model A B C D E

4000-VFG 780 145 550 630 700

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa Inbuild 

Dimensions (mm)10 20 40

6000-VFG-2 11600 17500 21200 1500 x 800

600-VFG-3 17400 26250 34800 1500 x 1200

600-VFG-4 23200 35000 46400 1500 x 1600

6000-VFG Tunnel Inlet Unit.

Model A B C D E

6000-VFG-4 1610 135 1600 1710 1500

2800-
VFRM

2800-VFRM motorised 
air inlet valve eliminates 
the need for pulleys 
and cables. The inlets 
integrated actuator can be 
controlled by a wide range 
of controllers or climate 
computers.

Model
Airflow m³/hr @ Static Pressure Pa

10 20 40

2800-VFRM 2800 4000 5600

Model A B C D E

135-VFR 960 160 360 430 880

A
B

E

C D
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Hydor Control PaHydor Control Panels 
 Bespoke & Standard Controllers

Features & Benefits

Hydor have been manufacturing precision control panels specific for the poultry 
industry for over 45 years, and have a wealth of experience with the design and 
manufacture of both standard units and bespoke panels.

A control panel is essential in every poultry application that has 
electrical equipment and machines that need operating and 
controlling. 

Hydor’s bespoke control panel’s are designed and built to 
meet the exacting requirements of a specific application. 
Our dedicated team are familiar with all aspects of control 
requirements and offer products of the highest quality with 
minimal lead times where possible. We pride ourselves on our 
reputation and levels of customer service and satisfaction, 
providing a first class complete personal service from 
consultation, technical advice, design, quality production, 
prompt delivery and after sales service.

Hydor can supply panels to control all aspects of ventilation 
and associated products, speed controlling or stage controlling 
fans whilst opening and closing vents to maintaining a set 
temperature or pressure. Linked to this, heating and/or cooling 
can be incorporated, along with recorded maximum and 
minimum temperatures.

In addition to the vast bespoke range available, Hydor also 
manufacture and supply a range of standard units for control 
of your buildings environment.
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•	 Door	interlocking	main			
 switches for safe working  
 practices.

•	 All	circuits	are	protected		
 by either miniature circuit 
 breakers, overloads or fuses as  
 appropriate and wired to the  
 latest standards.

•	 Units	incorporate	effective,			
 and reliable Pola Controls. 

•	 Simple	and	easy	to	use	the	
 vast range available control  
 temperature, fan stages,  
 humidity and more.

•	 Neat	and	easy	to	follow	
 layout of components with  
 easy access for the installer.

•	 Manual	override	switches		
 for ease of use and back up.

Hydor can manufacture Control Panels to 
perform many functions including;

•	 Three	phase	automatic	change-over	panels.	

•	 Automatic	fan	change-over	panels.

•	 Automatic	change-over	fan	failure	panels	to		
 maintain a minimum air movement  
 requirement from an automated daily or   
 weekly fan rotation operational system.

•	 Simulated	dawn	and	dusk	lighting	effects.

•	 Star-delta	starter	panels	for	single	or		 	
 multiple fans.

VMRD1

A single fan, manual speed regulator 
with overload protection - models 
available for up to six fans. 

VFST

Variable Fan Speed Controller by 
temperature for automatic speed control 
of fans to maintain temperature.

Transformer Controls

Full range of both automatic and 
manual infinitely variable or stepped 
transformer type controls.

Two Speed Switches

For added precision, flexibility, control 
and regulation of energy consumption.

Lighting Controls

Dawn / dusk simulation available.
Simple transformer stepped controls.

MTAS Panels

Mains and Temperature Alarm panels to 
monitor and raise alert to both high and 
low temperature levels.  
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Rotem Controllers      Controllers
 Specialist Control Systems

Hydor supply a range of high quality control panels to meet all poultry farmers  
requirements. These panels conform to the latest standards and are designed to give 
years of trouble free service. Precise control of the environment and systems in your 
poultry house is of upmost importance to grow a good crop of birds.

Panels can be simple ventilation units controlling small numbers 
of fans to complex automated control panels operating main 
ventilation fans, re-circulating fans, lighting, feeding, heating, 
winch inlet control, pop-hole control either by time clock or 
radio control, mains and temperature alarm systems. These 
functions can be linked to either built-in electronic thermostats 
or local computer control units. 

For 30 Years Rotem have been designing, developing and 
manufacturing microprocessor control units for poultry houses. 

A large variety of control units and control equipment is 
available, ranging from single function control units up to 
multi function units specifically designed to operate all systems 
present in a modern chicken house.

There are two parts to any electrical control system. Firstly the 
Rotem control units are the brain and provide the switching 
control, and secondly a power delivery panel is required to 
send electrical power to the motors, lights, heaters etc. Hydor 
manufacture bespoke power delivery panels to the specific 
requirements of the equipment in the poultry house.

PC Computer Control
To fully exploit the potential of 
Rotem Controllers, the option 
of operating and controlling 
the poultry house or houses 
from a computer is possible. 

Numerous poultry house 
control units can be linked 
together and communicated 
through the Rotem 
Communicator to a PC. 
The PC can either be located 
close to the controllers, or 
some distance away utilising telephone lines or line of sight 
radio signals. Advanced easy to use software for the computer 
is included.     

The communicator is also an advanced alarm message 
communication device. See Table 1.0 for detailed description 
of the controllers capabilities.

Function Rotem 
Communicator

Communicate to PC Via USB

Communicate to PC remotely utilising phone lines
Yes - modem 

included

PC Software included Yes

Communicate to control units by wire Yes

Communicate to control units wirelessly Yes

Alarm communication Yes

Alarm messages communicated by telephone Yes

Alarm messages communicated by GSM mobile network Yes

Call up to 8 telephone numbers with voice message in the 
event of an alarm

Yes

Send a text message up to 8 telephone numbers in the 
event of an alarm

Yes

Battery backup in the event of a power failure Yes

Table 1.0

Platinum Plus
Multi Function Controller

AC600
Multi Function Controller 

Platinum Junior
Multi Function Controller
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Multi Function Controllers
A range of controllers designed to control all the systems present in a poultry house, by controlling the ventilation, temperature, 
humidity, heating, cooling, lighting, feeding, as well as monitoring and recording bird inventory, bird growth, feed consumption, 
water consumption and environmental conditions.

Three models are available, the AC600, Platinum Junior and Platinum Plus. The products functionality increasing dependant on 
model. See the comparison Table 3.0 for details.

AC600 Platinum Junior Platinum Plus

Controller Type Microprocessor Computer Controller Microprocessor Computer Controller Microprocessor Computer Controller

User Interface
Keyboard. LCD Display, Menu 

Driven, Table Format
Keyboard. Large LCD Graphic 

Display, Menu Driven, Table Format
Keyboard. Large LCD Graphic 

Display, Menu Driven, Table Format

Relays 8 Upto 20 Upto 40

Additional Relays Optional extra 16 Optional extra up to 40 Optional extra up to 40

Manual Overide Switches No Yes Yes

Ventilation Control
Power, Tunnel and  
Natural Ventilation

Power, Tunnel and  
Natural Ventilation

Power, Tunnel and  
Natural Ventilation

Fan Control Switching on/off Switching on/off Switching on/off

Variable Fan Speed 
Control

Optional Yes - with analogue output Yes - with analogue output

Circulation Fan Control Yes
Yes - Programmable by time, 

duration and temperature
Yes - Programmable by time, 

duration and temperature

Pressure Control Yes Yes Yes

Air Inlet Control Yes Yes Yes

Temperature Control Daily Temperature Setpoints Daily Temperature Setpoints Daily Temperature Setpoints

Humidity Control Yes - Reduction by ventilation
Yes - Reduction by ventilation.
 Increase by control of up to 4 

fogging systems

Yes - Reduction by ventilation.
 Increase by control of up to 4 

fogging systems

Heating System Control Heater Switching
Heater Switching, Radiant Heater 

Control
Heater Switching, Radiant Heater 

Control

Heating Zones Up to 3 Up to 8 Up to 8

Cooling System Control Switching on/off Switching on/off Switching on/off

Lighting Control
Switching on/off  - Programmable 

up to 10 light periods daily.

Programmable light periods by day 
and time with variable light 

intensity. Dawn and duk simulation

Programmable light periods by day 
and time with variable light 

intensity. Dawn and duk simulation

Feed Quantity Measure By calibrated feed pulse
By weight with feed container. Silo 
weigher or by calibrated feed pulse

By weight with feed container. Silo 
weigher or by calibrated feed pulse

Feeding Control

Programmable up to 10 feeding 
periods. Duration by time or feed 

quantity count. Define quantity per 
bird

Programmable up to 10 feeding 
periods. Duration by time or feed 

quantity count. Define quantity per 
bird

Programmable up to 10 feeding 
periods. Duration by time or feed 

quantity count. Define quantity per 
bird

Extra System Control Up to 3 Up to 4 Up to 4

Water Quantity Measure By calibrated water meter pulse By calibrated water meter pulse By calibrated water meter pulse

Temperature Sensors Up to 4 Up to 9 Up to 9

Humidity Sensors Up to 2 Up to 4 Up to 4

Weather Sensors Wind direction Wind direction and wind speed Wind direction and wind speed

Bird Weighing No
Automatic bird weight recording 

with 1 or 2 optional scales
Automatic bird weight recording 

with 1 or 2 optional scales

Flock Management
Poultry count, Mortality, Growth 

day, Feed inventory
Poultry count, Mortality, Growth 

day, Feed inventory
Poultry count, Mortality, Growth 

day, Feed inventory

Alarm Up to 16 alarm events
Numerous programmable alarms, 

highly flexible
Numerous programmable alarms, 

highly flexible

Emergency Backup 
Power Battery

No Optional Optional

Data Recording
Temperature, Feed and Water 

consumption, Mortality, Heaters, 
Alarm events

Temperature, Feed and Water 
consumption, Mortality, Heaters, 
Alarm events, Bird weights, Feed 

conversion, Bird data, Events record

Temperature, Feed and Water 
consumption, Mortality, Heaters, 
Alarm events, Bird weights, Feed 

conversion, Bird data, Events record

PC Computer Link Yes Yes Yes

Table 3.0
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Single Function Controllers
 A large range of controllers providing a single function, be it lighting control, feed delivery control, etc. See Table 2.0 for details.

Function Control Model Description Accessories Required

Light RLC-1 Controls light periods and light intensity. Simu-
lates sunrise and sunset

NA

Static Pressure RSP-3 Maintains a set negative pressure in the house 
by opening and closing air inlets

N/A

Cooling Systems RCC-2 Maintains a cooler temperature by switching sys-
tem on and off. Humidity limit levels can be set.

N/A

Bird Weighing RSC-2 Uses 1 or 2 bird weighing platforms inside the 
house which automatically weigh and record 

when the bird jumps on the scale.

Bird Scale Platform (RBS-1) or 
Hanging Bird Scale (RBS-2H) plus 

components

Portable Bird Scale RPBS-1 Measures and records each bird placed on the 
scale. Data can be downloaded to a computer. 

Optional communication package 
for transfering data to a computer 

(RPBS1-COM)

Silo Weigher RSW-2 Weighs and records weight in 1 or 2 feed silos. 
Controls delivery of feed, lighting and records 

water consumption

Silo Load Cells (RSLC-10) plus 
components

Feed Weighing / Mixing RFS-6 Measures up to 25kg batch of food. Proportions 
delivery of up to 3 food types into containers 
and then into feed lines. Also controls lighting 

and records water consupmtion

Batch Feed Container (RFC-1) plus 
components 

Pressure Alarm RPA-2 Monitors static pressure N/A

Water Alarm RWA-4 Monitors water flow rate N/A

Cooling System Alarm RFA-1 Monitors water flow into cooling system N/A

Alarm and Backup 
System

RBU-3 Monitors 3 phase supply. Monitors 
temperature and operates fans and heaters 

when applicable

N/A

RPA-2
Single Function
Pressure Alarm

RBU-3
Single Function 
Alarm Backup System

RCC-2
Single Function 
Cooling Controller 

RLC-1
Single Function
Lighting Control 

Table 2.0

      Controllers
 Specialist Control Systems
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Feed Weighing

Bird Weighing
The Rotem Bird Weigher can save you hours each 
day by allowing your birds to weigh themselves.

Consisting of three components, the load cell is fixed to the ceiling, a 
hanging platform suspended from load cell and a Rotem RSC-2 single 
function controller.

The platform is located just above floor height to encourage birds to 
jump on with ease. The controller records the weight of each bird, 
discarding abnormal, heavy weights achieved when more than one bird 
is on the platform.

With as many as 5000 weights recorded each day the controller 
displays the average weight for that day from the information gathered. 
Additional data is also available including uniformity, coefficient of 
variation and standard deviation, which describe the spread of the flock. 

For increased functionality the controller can be connected quickly and 
easily to the USB port of a computer to view the data in graphical format 
and allowing you to save the data for each flock for your records.

The Rotem Feed Weigher accurately mixes, weighs
and records feed consumption.

Consisting of two components, the yellow feed bin with load cell and valve, and 
Rotem RFS-6 single function controller. 

The feed bin offers the facility to mix up to three different feed types by 
percentage and delivers 25kg of feed at a time. Feeding time periods are set 
within the controller which records the daily feed consumption of the crop.

The controller will also weigh birds when connected to a weighing platform, this 
enables monitoring of feed conversion ratios.
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Additional ProducAdditional Products 

Hydor is a leader in agricultural 
lighting, offering modern 
dimmable fluorescent light fittings.

Fluorescent lights show a large saving in power consumption compared to tungsten lights, whilst high frequency provide considerable 
savings over the old pre-heat dimmable fluorescent fittings. Digitally controlled high frequency fittings provide even more savings and 
are easier to install, using standard cabling. In a poultry house the new fittings will pay for themselves in the first year of operation.

Hydor offer a range of standard and bespoke lighting controls. Automatic time control and manual dimming are available, along 
with controllers to simulate sunrise and sunset. Hydor’s standard Dawn and Dusk control unit switches lights on and off at set times, 
and adjusts the dawn and dusk period over a preset 2 to 20 minute period. Also available is our programmable light controller that 
provides adjustable settings for the time of day, the light level (%) and the dawn/dusk duration times.

•	 Pig	tails	for	easy	removal	
 of fitting for cleaning and  
 maintenance.
•	 Easy	installation.
•	 Fittings	to	IP65.

•	 Dawn	/	dusk	simulation	and
 manual dimming available.
•	 Transformer	stepped	controls.
•	 Infinitely	variable	output	and		
 accurate control, without  
 flickers or spiralling.

Lighting

•	 Increased	sustainability	with		
 easily replaceable clips,   
 ballast, housing etc...
•	 More	even	spread	of	light.

•	 “Festoon”	type	catching		
 light.
•	 Reliable	operation.
•	 Reduced	heat	generation.	
 allowing for increased   
 energy savings.
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Evaporative Cooling System
High pressure mist dispersed from a series of nozzles effectively
reduces temperatures and controls dust levels. The system can 
also be run constantly, beneficial for cleaning and disinfection 
purposes as well as aiding the reduction of Red Mite.

Summer
During the summer months the heat generated from the birds, in conjunction with 
the mechanical extract system ensures the mist is evaporated and the air does not 
become over saturated.  

Mechanical forced ventilation will not, and cannot, cool the inside temperature lower 
than the temperature outside. Therefore on hot summer days with a temperature of 
30ºC outside, the lowest possible temperature inside your chicken house will be 30ºC 
using only fans to cool. An additional cooling system will be required, in order to 
lower the temperature further. 

  The Hydor Evaporative Cooling System has been proven to reduce temperatures by up to 10ºC  
  on hot days, potentially reducing mortality rates by up to 25%. Energy usage from fans is also  
  reduced as the temperatures are kept lower, which means the fans run less frequently or at   
  lower speeds. The improved indoor climate also promotes increased feed intake resulting in   
  higher growth rates.

Winter
During the winter months the system can also be utilised to increase humidity in the air to the 
desired level, particularly relevant to young birds when the temperature is kept high with the 
use of heaters. The heating of air dries it and reduces humidity, but with careful control of the 
system utilising a climate computer, mist can be injected into the shed in 20 second bursts, to 
restore the humidity levels to the required setting, without reducing the temperature which is 
maintained by the heaters.   

Hydor can supply the controllers which allow the cooling system to be operated by its own 
unique control panel or as part of a larger building control panel incorporating fans, inlets, 
winches and heating products.
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Winches
Hydor offer a range of winches,
manufactured to a high standard and 
are well proven in the poultry industry  
for reliable operation when opening 
and closing inlets and popholes. 

Available in a variety of speeds and power outputs to suit 
24 volt D.C, 200/230 Volt single phase or 380/415 Volt three phase, 
50 or 60 Hertz. These units can operate Rack and Pinion, Double 
Chain and Sprocket or Single or Double Pulleys to open and close 
banks of side-mounted inlets in walls or roof inlet systems. 

Filled with feed-back potentiometer and operating with a suitable 
control, the vents can be adjusted to infinite positions to match the 
number of fans operating, whilst maintaining a constant inlet velocity, 
or to suit the increase or decrease in temperature.

•	 Heavy	construction	for	long	life.

•	 Single	or	three	phase	voltages	or	24	volt	D.C.

•	 Rack	and	pinion,	double	chain	and	sprocket	wheel		
 or pulley version.

•	 Safety	interlocking	switches	to	prevent	over-run.

•	 Various	feed	back	potentiometers	for		 	
 accurate positioning.

•	 Complete	wire	cabling	systems.

Additional ProducAdditional Products 

Torque
Nm

Speed Belt 
Drum

Chain & 
Sprocket

Rack & 
Pinion

230V Single 
Phase

415V Three 
Phase 24V DC

1.3 rpm 2.6 rpm 5.2 rpm

100 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
200 ü ü ü - - ü ü ü ü
300 ü ü ü ü ü - ü ü ü
400 ü ü ü ü ü - ü ü ü

Rack and Pinion
Winch

Chain and Sprocket
Winch

Belt Drum 
Winch

Performance Data
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Propane Gas Blown Air Heaters

The Hydor Propane Heaters can be permanently 
mounted, suspended from the ceiling or mobile with 

optional wheel accessories. 

They can be connected to either portable gas bottles or 
bulk propane tanks. There are 5 models available, each 
supplying a different heat output. All models have the 

following features:

•	 Direct	heat	with	100%	efficiency.

•	 Adjustable	outlet	temperature	between	120ºC	and	180ºC.

•	 Adjustable	capacity.

•	 Clean	burn	because	of	fresh	air	connection.

Model
Heat Output Approx Gas 

Consumption
Heated 
Air Flow

Current 
Draw 
230V

Thermostat 
Connection

Min kW Max kW Min kg/hr Max kg/hr m³/hr Amps

HGH-25KW 12.5 25 0.9 1.8 800 0.30 Yes

HGH-44KW 14 44 1 3.1 760 0.52 Yes

HGH-64KW 27 64 1.9 4.6 2400 0.64 Yes

HGH-93KW 39 93 2.8 6.7 2400 0.64 Yes

HGH-130KW 54 130 3.9 9.3 4000 2.20 Yes

Performance Data

Air-cooling by evaporative system is defined as an adiabatic air-cooling process 
or air-cooling process by enthalpy or constant total heat. It consists in making 
unsaturated air pass through a wet (panel) surface, to take it as close as 
possible to saturation point, thus decreasing the temperature of the dry bulb. 

The panels capacity of humidifying the air is called saturation efficiency 
or efficacy and depends on two essential parameters - The type, class and 
thickness of the material used as a humidifying panel and the speed at which 
the air is made to pass through it. 

Cooling Pads

•	 Easy	and	cost	saving	for	transportation.

•	 Adaptable	shapes	and	sizes.

•	 Modification	or	extension	of	any	module.

•	 Stainless	steel	water	trays.

•	 Rigid	cellulose	in	honeycomb	shape	with	galvanised	steel	picture	frame.

•	 Submerged	electro-pump	to	raise	water.

•	 Valve	to	regulate	water	flow	of	the	electro-pump.

•	 Water	distribution	circuit	with	outlet	diffuser	every	610mm.

•	 All	panels	can	be	dismantled	individually	from	the	structure	for	ease	of	assembly, service and storage.
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